
The Top 50 greatest fiction books of all time determined by 129 lists and articles from various critics, authors and experts. The Metamorphoses by the Roman poet Ovid is a narrative poem in fifteen books that describes the creation and history of the world. Completed in 8 AD, it has remained one of the most popular works - Wikipedia. Published in 1937, it tells the tragic story of George Milton and Lennie Small, two displaced migrant ranch workers during the Great Depression in California. Based on Steinbeck's own experiences a - Wikipedia. The Roman Forum, also known by its Latin name Forum Romanum (Italian: Foro Romano), is a rectangular forum (plaza) surrounded by the ruins of several important ancient government buildings at the center of the city of Rome. Citizens of the ancient city referred to this space, originally a marketplace, as the Forum Magnum, or simply the Forum. For centuries the Forum was the center of day-to-day life in Rome: the site of triumphal processions and elections; the venue for public speeches, criminal The Roman forum stands near the Colosseum. It was here that everyday life was centered around. It was here that the Roman Senate sat. Italy | Book an Incredible India Tour. Photo Gallery of Italy Images. Ancient Ruins Ancient Rome Monaco The Places Youll Go Places To Go Empire Wallpaper Portugal Rome Hotels Roman Forum. Roman Forum, Rome, Italy, Roman Forum view from Capitoline hill, Google, Pixel, #070604. City Aesthetic Travel Aesthetic Beauty Aesthetic Collage Places To Travel Places To See Travel Destinations Roman Forum Tourist Spots. First Time Guide: The Best Walking Tour of Rome | Simply Wander. If it is your first time visiting, this walking tour of Rome will help you check off all the top tourist spots as well as discover Rome's authentic beauty.